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Abstract—In this paper, we present preliminary results on
achievables rates in half-duplex cooperative multiple access
channels (CMAC). We show that the upper bound on the capacity
of the half-duplex CMAC can be solved using convex optimization
techniques. Under a Gaussian model, we study the maximal
achievable rate by every node in the network. We propose
a number of scenarios, encompassing existing and theoretical
cooperation schemes. Using these hypotheses, we evaluate the
performance of both a non-cooperative concurrent access and
simple cooperative multi-hop or relaying schemes with respect
to the upper bound. The performance is compared for the various
scenarios, and we provide analyses of specific cases in order to
illustrate how our framework may be used to answer targeted
questions about the capacity of CMACs.

I. I NTRODUCTION
For more than two decades, the growth of mobile communications led to a renewed interest on the capacity of wireless
channels and networks. While the basis of the studies are
still the same when compared to classical communication
theory, general results have to take into account the strong
constraint that nodes can not send and receive information at
the same time. Kramer [1] and Khojastepour et al. [2] provide
straightforward ways to extend the classical capacity theorems
to multi-states channels, a general model encompassing halfduplex networks.
Among half-duplex networks, we focus our study in this paper onto 3-nodes networks. The most classical of such models
is the relay channel, where a node transmits information to a
destination with the help of the other node. In [3], the upper
bound on the capacity of the channel is given, along with the
now classical decode-and-forward and compress-and-forward
lower bounds. Optimizing the capacity of the relay channel
under a total power constraint has been the topic of [4], where
the authors developed an algorithm akin to waterfilling for
the power allocation, for both the half and full duplex relay
channel. In [5], the capacity of the coherent full-duplex relay
channel is given under different CSI and power allocation
schemes. In [6], the authors proposed an adaptative partial
decode-and-forward lower bound, and gave results for the
optimal power allocation based on fixed-point algorithms.
Another scheme to consider for the 3-nodes network is the
multiple access scheme, where two nodes act as information
sources. The capacity of the multiple access channel (MAC) is
known in the general case, and can be found in [7]. However,
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Fig. 1. The half-duplex cooperative multiple access channel. The channel is
at each time in one of the 3 phases presented here.

the capacity of the cooperative MAC, where both nodes may
help each other in transmitting information to the destination,
is still an open problem. This model has been studied by
Laneman in his thesis [8], where he gave both an upperbound and a decode and forward lower-bound on the capacity
of the full-duplex CMAC. Sendonaris et al. studied this
channel extensively in [9], and designed a realistic and usable
decode-and-forward scheme, along with its implementation.
Their study used full-duplex results but in CDMA orthogonal
sub-channels. More recently, Mesbah and Davidson gave an
optimal power allocation for the same protocol Sendonaris
et al. described [10]. They also showed that a more general
half-duplex version was able to be solved as a quasiconvex
problem, using bisection methods.
In this paper, we iterate on previous work [11], using
these results to answer target questions about the capacity of
Gaussians CMACs. We define a number of realistic scenarii
and cast them as constraints in our problem, and subsequently
analyze the effect of the new constraints on the capacity
region in Sec.IV-A. We evaluate whether it is interesting to
implement beamforming when using alternating relay channels
in Sec.IV-B. Finally we study the impact of a maximum
transmission power constraint and show it does affect the
achievable rate if the constraint is too low (Sec. IV-C).
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II. M ODEL DESCRIPTION
A. Network and channel model
Our base model is a half-duplex cooperative multiple access
channel (HD-CMAC), composed of two source nodes and a
destination node. Each source aims at transmitting its own
message, possibly helping the other along the way. The halfduplex constraint implies that the nodes may not send and
receive at the same time. We write Xi and Yi the signal sent
and received by the node i ∈ {A, B}, while the message
received by the destination is YD .
From [2] we can write the upper bound on the capacity
of this channel as the capacity of every cut in the network
across all the possible states and their associated time-share
in the schedule. We consider that the network spends a fraction
τj of its global time in one of the corresponding phase j
represented on Fig.1, with j ∈ {1, . . . , 3}. We focus on
this paper on an analysis of the Gaussian channel. We can
thereby derive the outer bound in a classical manner, as can
be seen in [2], [7]. We consider that nodes are subjected to
some power allocation, where for each phase j each node i
(j)
uses Pi power for transmitting its signal. Furthermore, the
channel coefficient hi,k between nodes i and k ∈ {A, B, D}
is stable and symmetrical. Each node is subject to a Gaussian
white noise of density N0 at its receiver. We can thus use the
(j)
(j)
normalized power – w.r.t. the noise density – Pi = Pi /N0
as the power value in any equation. The signals from the
source nodes to the destination have a potential correlation
factor ρ. This correlation stems from their cooperation, and
requires a coherent transmission between both sources on top
of a joint codebook design for the cooperative phase. We
consider natural logarithms and our capacity results are thus
in nats/s.
The upper bound on the capacity of this channel can
be written as the convex closure of all (RA , RB ) verifying
(1), where R1 and RB are the rates of sources A and B
respectively. The region changes for different values of the
time-sharing vector t = (τ1 , τ2 , τ3 ) and the power-sharing
(1)
(2)
(3)
(3)
vector P = (PA , PB , PA , PB ), which are the values to
be optimized. In order to simplify the expression, we decide
to normalize the power further by the value of the channel
(j)
coefficient of the inter-source link hA,B , e.g. changing Pi
(j)
2 (j)
into P̄i = |hA,B | Pi . This leads us not to consider the
A-D link and B-D link channel coefficients directly, but rather
their relative quality w.r.t. to the inter-source link. We will

(1a)
(1b)
(1c)

write l1 = h2A,D /h2A,B and l2 = h2B,D /h2A,B in the remainder
of the paper.
B. Common rate
Unlike the single link case, there are no unilateraly best
achievable region in a multi-source channel model. We may
well have a better achievable rate for the second source, at the
expense of the rate of the first source. A common criteria in
the study of multi-source networks is thus the sum of the rates
of the nodes, but we propose here to study the maximal rate
every node may attain simultaneously. This can be understood
as a quality of service constraint on the nodes. In our model,
the common rate semi-line RA = RB = R will intersect the
convex closure of every possible rate regions obtained using
(1) at a single point in realistic cases, allowing us to go from
treating a region of achievable rates to a single rate variable
R.
III. T HE UPPER AND LOWER BOUND OPTIMIZATION
PROBLEMS

In this section, we describe how to transform the upper
bound in (1) into a convex optimization problem. We will use
the standard form of such problems, which are described as the
minimization of a convex function f0 (x) of x ∈ Rn subject to
some inequalities fi (x) ≤ 0, where the functions fi are convex
in x, and equalities of the form hj (x) = 0, where hj are
linear functions of x [12]. Expressing our problems as convex
optimization problems allows for very quick numerical evaluation, using methods like sequential quadratic programming
[13] or modified interior-point methods [12] which are readily
implemented in most numerical computation softwares. In fact,
an optimal solution obtained with any method is certified to be
the global optimal solution since our problems are transformed
into convex ones. While we discuss these transformations in
[11], we only state the general result here and use it as is in
the last section of this paper.
A. Upper bound on the capacity of the CMAC
We wish to maximize the common rate R, as defined in
Sec.II-B, under the constraints defined in (1). Our objective is
−R, a linear and thus convex function of R. We define the
(j)
energy variables for node i in slot j as Ei . The rationale
behind this change and the following one is explained in [11].
We also define an energy-sharing vector α dividing the total
energy Etot as:
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We also introduce new variables ρ1 = 1 − ρ2 and ρ2 = ρ2 ,
further used to form the variables ui combined in a vector
u = (β3 ρ1 , β4 ρ1 , β3 ρ2 , β4 ρ2 ). We can formulate the upper
bound as a convex optimization problem:
minimize

−R

subject to

R ≤ f1 (τ, β, u)

τ,β,u,R

R ≤ f2 (τ, β, u)
2R ≤ f3 (τ, β, u)
2R ≤ f4 (τ, β, u)

(4)

1 τ =1
1T β = 1
T

(2a)
(2b)
(2c)
(2d)

These functions are convex in γ1 and γ2 , and thus we can
write an optimization problem similar to (4) with the constraint
γ1 + γ2 = 1. We call this scheme the non-cooperative MAC
(NC-MAC).
The second lower bound we consider is a superposition of
half-duplex relay channels [4]. Under this model, the third
phase of our network in Fig.1 is divided in two new phases.
In the new phase 3, node 2 now acts purely as a relay for node
1, whereas in phase 4, node 1 acts purely as a relay for node
2. Phases 1 and 3 thus form a half-duplex relay channel with
node 1 as a source, and phases 2 and 4 do the same with node
2. Since we want to treat the more general case, we use the
upper bound on the capacity of the half duplex relay channel,
and thus write the optimization problem for this lower bound:

u1 + u3 = β3
u2 + u4 = β4

min.

We note 1 a vector of 1, and the functions fi are written
in (2) at the top of the page. In the following sections and
results, we will consider both the coherent and non-coherent
case for the capacity of the CMAC. In the non-coherent case
the correlation parameter ρ in (1) is set equal to 0. In realistic
systems, two conditions have to be met in order to have a
non-zero correlation parameter ; the nodes must be able to
create a joint codebook so that the symbols they send add in
a constructive manner, and the transmitted waveforms have
to add coherently at the destination. In half-duplex networks,
the former condition is easier to achieve than the latter,
since there’s an exchange of information before the common
transmission phase in every case.
B. Lower bounds on the capacity of the CMAC
We will compare two lower bounds with this upper bound.
The non-cooperative multiple access capacity is known in general, and is attainable through a combination of superposition
coding, successive cancellation decoding and time-sharing [7,
ch.8]. Since the medium access is concurrent, there is no
time-sharing vector in this lower bound, but an energy-sharing
vector γ = (γ1 , γ2 ). We have:

R,α,t

s.t.
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R ≤ log (1 + l1 γ1 Etot )
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R ≤ log (1 + l2 γ2 Etot )

(5b)

2R ≤ log (1 + l1 γ1 Etot + l2 γ2 Etot )
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We call this cooperation scheme superposed relays (SR).
Like the general problem, we did some variable changes in
order to obtain a convex equivalent. We note that the formulation is general enough so that we may consider coherent and

non-coherent case for each superposed relay channel in the
network.
C. Specific scenarios
We consider these bounds under a number of scenarios for
the time and energy allocation. We will denote each of them in
the remainder of the paper using T n/Em to indicate that we
refer to the time scenario n and the energy scenario m. As will
be shown shortly, most of the realistic cases for these scenarios
translate directly into linear equalities for the variables in our
optimization problems. Therefore, we can add them freely
without breaking the convexity of our formulation [12]. These
constraints will use, for the power scenarios, the variables α,
β and γ of the superposed relays (SR), the upper bound (UB)
and the non-cooperative MAC (NC-MAC) respectively. In a
similar manner, constraints for the time scenarios may use the
vector τ for the upper bound (UB) problem, and the time
vector t for the superposed relay (SR) problem. At this point,
we note that only the original upper bound problem in (4) is
the true upper bound on the capacity of the cooperative MAC.
If and when a constraint is added to this problem, it only
represents the upper bound on the capacity of a constrained
cooperative MAC, although we still name it the ”upper bound
problem“.
In applications, we may have for the time scenario:
T1) Equal time for each slot in the superposed relay (SR):
t1 = t2 = t3 = t4

(6)

The added constraint for the upper bound problem (UB)
for this scenario would thus be:
1
(7)
τ1 = τ2 = τ3
2
T2) Arbitrary time sharing between the relays, but fixed
separation in half for the subphases of each relay:
t1 = t3

t2 = t4

(8)

Similarly, the upper bound for this scenario would be a
relaxation of (7):
τ1 + τ2 = τ3
(9)
T3) Arbitrary time for each slot, which is the basic
formulation of the problems.
These constraints are restricted to the superposed relay case
and the upper bound because the non-cooperative MAC case
does not use time slots. The energy scenarii are trickier, since
problems are rarely defined in terms of energy but rather in
terms of power. Nevertheless, we propose de following cases:
E1) Equal energy for each node in each slot in the
superposed relay and the upper bound, for each node for
the NC-MAC respectively:
α1 = α2 = α3 = α4 = α5 = α6

(10)

β 1 = β 2 = β3 = β4

(11)

γ1 = γ2

(12)

E2) A more sensible scenario would be to have equal
total energy used for each node, once again for SR, UB
and NC-MAC respectively:
α1 + α3 + α6 = α2 + α4 + α5

(13)

β1 + β3 = β2 + β4

(14)

γ1 = γ2

(15)

E3) No power used in the second time slot for the source
nodes in the SR case. This is to simulate multi-hop
transmissions, where the source node would not transmit
alongside the relay in the second time slot. This also
consequently voids the coherency problem:
α3 = 0

α5 = 0

(16)

E4) Arbitrary energy for each node in each slot, which
reduces to the basic unconstrained problems.
We may also wish for the nodes to limit their peak power
in each slot. As it is formulated, we may obtain as a solution
to our problem in (4) a nonzero energy sharing term βi and
a very small time sharing term τi , which would lead to the
transmitted power βi /τi Etot growing to infinity. In practice,
we did not encounter such an issue, but we may enforce a
maximum power constraint for the nodes. Let’s consider for
example a constraint Pmax on the node A in the slot 1 ; the
associated energy sharing term is β1 and the time sharing term
is τ1 so we would add the inequality constraint:
β1 Etot − τ1 Pmax ≤ 0

(17)

For the NC-MAC case, this would be equivalent to a
maximum energy consumption limit:
γ1 Etot − Pmax ≤ 0

(18)

For our problems to retain feasible solutions, we choose to
relax the equality constraint on the energy sharing terms to
inequalities, allowing the network to consume a fraction of
the total energy instead of having the terms sum to 1. In the
problem (4) we would thus replace the constraint 1T β = 1 by
1T β ≤ 1.
IV. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using the scenarii presented in the previous section, we
focus here on specific results with interesting consequences in
the optimization of cooperative networks.
A. Time and energy scenarii comparison
In realistic cases, it is usually difficult to optimize over every
possible parameter of the network, be it the time slot durations
or the power values. The scenarii we described thus limit the
degrees of freedom of the optimization problem, allowing for
a faster and easier solution search. In this first analysis, the
results are not necessarily limited to the common rate semiline. As seen on Fig.2, we represent the upper bound on the
capacity region, in order to obtain a fuller view of the impact
of the choice of each scenario in the potentially achievable
rates of each node.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the time and energy scenarii for the superposed relay channels and the uncooperative MAC. The figures represent the upper
bound on the capacity region for both nodes in each scenario, with the common rate semi-line crossing the region boundaries. The values used to create these
figures were l1 = 1, l2 = 0.1 and Etot = 10, meaning that we consider a medium SNR value with one of the source-destination link being of very low
quality.

In both the time and energy scenarii – Fig.2a and Fig.2b
respectively – we see that the hardest restrictions on the
degrees of freedom have a very strong impact. Both the region
boundaries for scenarii E1 and T1 are heavily shrinked when
compared to the basic formulation of the problems, although
we can see that the common rate region R1 ≈ R2 is quite
close to the unconstrained boundary. On the other hand, the
other scenarii do not impact as much the upper bound on
the capacity region. In fact, for example, the scenario T2 in
the case we present here gives virtually the same boundary
as the unconstrained case. In a similar manner, the scenario
E3 gives exactly the same region boundary. This result can
be surprising, and in our test is only true when the SNR is
relatively low. As Etot increases the difference between the
boundaries becomes more apparent.
At last, we compare the cooperative approach of the
superposed relay channels with the uncooperative MAC in
Fig.2c, under both the E2 and E4 scenarii. The ”bad link“
hypothesis we use when generating these figures is obviously
favouring the cooperative case, especially if we consider the
common achievable rate. The uncooperative MAC performs
worse in the whole rate region both in the constrained and
unconstrained case. In the common rate region R1 ≈ R2 the
achievable rate is actually a third of the superposed relay case
when we constrain the nodes to each use half of the total
energy (scenario E2). On the other hand, as is also seen on
Fig.2b, the constraint T3-E2 has virtually no effect near the
common rate line for the SR model.
B. Capacity gain through coherency
On Fig.3, we represent the general upper bound on the
achievable common rate in the CMAC, in the coherent case.
We plot the lower bounds of the superposed relay case in both
the coherent case of section III.B and the non-coherent case,
which is the same problem with the coherency variables v1 , v2 ,
v3 and v4 set to 0. We aim at characterizing the gain in terms
of capacity of going from non-coherent to coherent communications. In order to achieve the maximum performance of

the coherent case, there are two main requirements on the
communication system ; the first is that both nodes are able to
create jointly their codebooks, whereas the second is that both
nodes be able to synchronize their respective signals at the
destination in order for them to add coherently. The second
constraint is the harshest in any wireless network. Indeed,
constructing a joint codebook is an easier task if we consider
the fact that our nodes operate in a half-duplex fashion.
In the superposed relay case, there is no cooperation between the nodes in the construction of a joint codebook.
Indeed, in their respective slot, the nodes do not combine
their information and only act either as a pure source or a
pure relay. Going from non-coherent relays towards coherent
relays thus mainly exploit the potential beamforming gain at
the destination. In that light, the results of Fig.3 are clear
and the gain of using coherent superposed relays is small,
especially when we take into account the inherent complexity
of achieving the beamforming. At high SNR, we can also
see the uncooperative case crossing the superposed relay,
meaning that the latter transmission scheme looses its interest
and we should rather optimize the transmission power in the
uncooperative MAC.
C. Power limitation at the nodes
The last scenario we propose to analyze in this paper is
the case of equations (17) and (18), where the nodes have
a peak power constraint that is a priori fixed for the whole
transmission. We reduce our analysis here to the case where
this maximum transmission power Pmax is the same for
every node in the network, although our formulation can be
readily expanded into the case where each node has its own
peak power constraint. On Fig.4, we represent the achievable
common rate a superposed relay scheme subject to a peak
power constraint. The peak constraint is set as a percentage of
the total energy constraint – which as an energy constraint
over a normalized transmission time of 1 is also a power
constraint. As seen on the figure, the peak power constraint has
a strong impact on the performances of the network. When this
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V. C ONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
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Fig. 3. Bounds on the achievable common rate for the coherent and noncoherent superposed relay. The values used to create these figures were l1 = 1
and l2 = 0.1, the same as in Fig.2. We also plot the achievable rate of the
uncooperative case.

constraint prevents the network to allocate the whole of the
available energy, the performances are severely degraded. On
the other hand, there can be a small drop in performances even
though all of the energy is distributed. We can also see that
there’s a point where the relative value of Pmax has no impact
on the achievable common rate. At last, the total energy used
with respect to the relative value of Pmax is linear, and plateaus
around Pmax ≈ 0.7Etot . In our simulations, the plateau point
seems to be only dependent on the relative link state and
independent of the total available energy Etot .
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Fig. 4.
Achievable common rate through a superposed relay channel
cooperation scheme. We represent a ”good case“ where both the sourcedestination links are good (l1 = l2 = 1), and a ”bad link case“ where
like in the previous figures we have l1 = 1 and l2 = 0.1. In both cases the
total available energy Etot is set to 30.

In this paper, we presented an in-depth analysis of the
performance of the Gaussian cooperative multiple access channels. We expressed the upper bound and two selected lower
bounds on the capacity region as convex optimization problems. This class of problem is hard to solve analytically but
there exists efficient solvers giving provably optimal solutions.
Since we can readily add linear constraints on the parameters
while retaining convex optimization problems, we propose a
number of scenarios which reduces the degrees of freedom
of the problems. We presented 3 specific cases in order to
demonstrate how one may use this framework to answer
targeted questions on the capacity of Gaussian CMACs.
Perspectives are numerous ; we showed that some of these
scenarios reduce the degrees of freedom of the problems while
retaining close performances to the unconstrained case, thus
simplifying the analysis. The immediate iteration is to check
if the added constraints lead to stronger analytical results. The
Gaussian hypothesis should be relaxed and we will consider
more realistic fading channels and other metrics that the
Shannon capacity. It is expected that cooperative approaches
will perform better in fading channels than they do in Gaussian
cases, due to the spatial diversity induced by the cooperation
between the nodes.
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